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The traditional base station in C-RAN is divided into three parts: a pool of
centralized baseband units (BBUs), a fronthaul network that links the BBUs
and remote radio units (RRUs), and RRUs. This paper proposes a novel
cooperative algorithm for resource optimization in a time-wavelength division
multiplexed (TWDM) passive optical network (PON) incorporating a cloud radio
access network (C-RAN). First, a joint collaborative strategy is deployed to
optimize cooperative caching and transmission in the wireless and optical
domains. Then, the quality of experience (QoE) is improved by bandwidth
configuration and caching. Simulation results show that the average
throughput of the proposed QoE-aware video cooperative caching and
transmission mechanism (QACCTM) algorithm is approximately 30% higher
than that of other algorithms. Compared with the relative average residual
clutter power (RARCP) and quality-aware wireless edge caching (QAWEC)
algorithms, the proposed QACCTM algorithm reduces the access delay by
approximately 27.1% and 15.9%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

With the widespread application of multimedia intelligent terminal equipment, video
services are showing explosive growth trends, and the traditional distributed radio access
network (D-RAN) cannot meet the ever-growing user and network requirements. To solve
the above problems, researchers proposed a cloud radio access network (C-RAN)
architecture based on centralized processing, cooperative radio, and real-time cloud
computing [1, 2]. Different from D-RAN, C-RAN breaks the fixed connection
relationship between the remote radio frequency head (RRH) (also called a remote
radio unit) and baseband processing unit (BBU) so that RRH is distributed in each cell
site and BBU is concentrated in the central computer room [3, 4]; a fronthaul is formed
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between the BBU and the RRH [5, 6]. The fronthaul capacity is
crucial to the services carried out by C-RAN. Due to the
characteristics of high energy efficiency, low delay, and high
transmission capacity of the time division wavelength division
multiplexing passive optical network (TWDM-PON), it can meet
the high bandwidth and delay-sensitive characteristics of video
services, thus becoming the C-RAN optical fiber fronthaul [7–9].

Nowadays, with the development of the network, more and
more applications are emerging, such as high-speed multimedia
services, interactive games, and AR/VR [10–13]. These computing-
intensive and delay-sensitive applications make it difficult for mobile
terminals (stations), relying solely on their own computing and
storage capabilities, to meet user needs. At the same time, the battery
capacity of a station (STA) is relatively limited [14–17]. Therefore,
offloading computing tasks to edge cloud servers that are closer to
users has become a promising solution. Mobile edge computing
(MEC) not only meets the expansion requirements of STA
computing capabilities and improves user quality of experience
(QoE) but also prolongs the service life of stations [18, 19].
Although MEC itself has many advantages, it still needs to be
fully utilized under a reasonable network architecture. Among
them, the fiber-wireless (FiWi) hybrid access network combines
the high bandwidth and high reliability of the passive optical
network (PON) with the flexibility of the wireless mesh network
(WMN) [20–23], making it a promising platform for MEC
implementations [24, 25]. Although the FiWi network supporting
MEC offers many advantages, transferring too many computing
tasks to offloading will lead to excessive communication overhead;
STA needs to consume more energy to perform the uploading of
offloading tasks and also needs to openmore mesh nodes and optical
network units (ONUs) to forward offloading data, resulting in
excessive power consumption in the system [26]. The amount of
data offloaded by MEC has become a key factor affecting the energy
consumption of the system. In order to fundamentally control the
communication overhead of offloading and reduce the energy
consumption of the offloading process, addressing how to reduce
the amount of offloaded data is an important problem that needs to
be solved [27, 28].

Studies have shown that the number of times a user clicks on a
video is closely related to the popularity of the video, and both obey
the Zipf distribution [29–31]. A large number of users continuously
obtain popular videos from content servers, which makes the data
traffic carried by the network extremely large, resulting in a sharp
decline in user QoE. Therefore, efficient wireless edge caching
strategies are studied to reduce data redundancy. It is imperative
to improve mobile network performance using redundant
transmission [32]. For video services, access delay and wireless
link rate are the main factors affecting the user quality of
experience [33–35]. Therefore, optimizing the caching and
transmission of video content is crucial to improving user QoE.
At present, RRH edge caching is widely used to provide users with
video transmission while reducing the user’s access delay. [29]
proposed a joint edge cache and cloud cache strategy within the
C-RAN architecture, which reduces the average delay and improves
user QoE. This strategy involves caching video content for users
during non-traffic peak periods to reduce the bandwidth occupation
pressure caused by pre-caching. However, due to the strong dynamic
characteristics of users’mobile patterns and requested content, static

pre-caching strategies cannot meet the time-varying needs of users.
[30] proposed a joint configuration of bandwidth and buffer
resources in a software-defined orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) passive optical network. This approach
involves allocating part of the bandwidth of the optical line
terminal (OLT) to delay-sensitive popular videos and using the
remaining bandwidth for ONU pre-buffering of the popular video in
the next time slot, thereby reducing the service response delay.
However, this solution does not consider the user characteristics in
the ultra-dense deployment scenario [31]; in other words, users at
the edge of the cell are severely interfered with by the same layer, and
the unbalanced cell load will lead to poor user performance in the
heavily loaded cell. Aiming at the intensive cell deployment scenario,
[32] proposed using the existing cache of the base station to perform
joint transmission clustering for edge users to minimize the amount
of returned data. However, considering the joint transmission under
the given buffer resources cannot guarantee the QoE for edge users,
and the cache utilization is low. [33] determined the resolution
version of the video stream by considering the quality difference
between video segments and the information on the user’s buffer to
ensure the best viewing quality for a single user without interrupting
the playback, but this only optimizes a single video. When multiple
users compete for resources over a shared link, unfair wireless
resource allocation occurs.

In view of the above shortcomings, under the joint architecture
based on TWDM-PON and C-RAN, this paper proposes a QoE-
aware video collaborative caching and transmission mechanism.

The main contributions are as follows:

• Using the inter-cell interference degree, request content
similarity, and ONU transmission bandwidth to represent
optical and wireless domain cooperative buffering and
transmission gain, a virtual passive optical network
(VPON) is constructed through RRH and ONU clustering.

• Implementation of joint optimization of video stream QoE,
bandwidth configuration, and cache allocation: in the optical
domain, the dynamically pre-cache video content is analyzed
and the cache value and dispersion of video are calculated to
reduce access delay.

• In the wireless domain, the wireless bandwidth is flexibly
configured based on the buffer level of each user to improve
the quality of the video users watch.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2,
the proposed system model is discussed in detail. In Section 3, the
VPON construction based on the cooperation gain approach is
described. In Section 4, the joint fronthaul bandwidth and buffer
allocation mechanism is discussed. In Section 5, the QoE-aware
wireless bandwidth allocation is presented. In Section 6, the
simulation results are discussed. Section 7 provides the
conclusion of the paper.

2 Collaboration architecture of the
optical and infinity domains

The joint architecture based on TWDM-PON and C-RAN
proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 1. The optical network
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adopts a point-to-multipoint tree structure and is composed of OLT
and multiple ONUs. The wireless network is composed of a gateway
node (ONU-RRH, optical network unit-remote radio head) that
integrates ONU and radio frequency functions.

Different from other existing architectures, each ONU in the
proposed architecture can connect multiple RRHs. The connection
between the BBU pool and the ONU-RRH constitutes the fronthaul,
and the connection with the core network constitutes the backhaul.
Based on the strong transmission capacity of TWDM-PON, multiple
ONUs can use their wavelength tuners to tune to the same wavelength
for wavelength sharing [36–38]. At the optical line terminal, the access
to the wavelength is controlled by the line card (LC). The combination
of LC and multiple ONU-RRHs communicating on its control
wavelength is called a virtual PON. As shown in Figure 1, the short
and long dashed boxes formVPON1 andVPON2, respectively. It can be
seen that using the wavelength division characteristics of TWDM-PON
can establish multiple VPONs and perform optical coupling and
separation through wavelength division multiplexers [39].

To improve the QoE of users in the cell edge and heavy-load
cells, this paper proposes the cooperative buffering and transmission
of the optical and wireless domains, which is mainly realized by
constructing an optical serving cell (OSC) and a wireless serving cell
(WSC) [40, 41]. The wireless domain serving cell is a collection of
RRHs centered on edge users, which is used to improve the wireless
link rate of edge users. Benefiting from the architecture of VPON,
RRH in WSC provides services for users through joint transmission
(JT). When operating in the JT mode, several RRHs transmit data
for a single user on the same time–frequency resource block and

transform inter-cell interference signals into beneficial signals to
enhance the performance of cell edge users [32]. Taking advantage
of the joint transmission, the video requested by the cell edge user
can be distributed and cooperatively cached in the serving cell of the
wireless domain. However, when the load of the RRH is large, due to
the limited buffer space, many users still need to obtain videos
through fronthaul and backhaul, which is prone to congestion and
reduces user QoE [42, 43]. Therefore, the optical domain serving cell
is represented as the RRH of user cooperative caching, which is used
to improve the content access delay of the users in the heavy-loaded
cell and prevent a large number of users in the heavy-loaded cell
from accessing the content server to obtain videos. As shown in
Figure 1, there are two transmission modes in the optical domain
service cell: one is the cooperative transmission of caching through
the forwarding mode of RRH–ONU–BBU–ONU–RRH [34], as
shown by the thick arrow in Figure 1 [44, 45]. Since the ONU
and RRH of the architecture proposed in this paper have a one-to-
many connection relationship, the other can use ONU as a
forwarding medium to perform cached cooperative transmission
through the path of RRH–ONU–RRH, as shown by the dotted arrow
in Figure 1.

3 VPON construction based on
cooperation gain

In a dense cell deployment scenario, users at the edge of
the cell are covered by multiple RRHs and experience severe

FIGURE 1
Proposed system model.
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co-channel interference, and the unbalanced load among cells
affects the cache utilization of lightly loaded RRHs. However, a
large number of users of heavy-loaded RRH still need to obtain
videos through the core network, and the access delay is large.
This section proposes a VPON construction mechanism of
cooperative buffering and transmission gain awareness. The
construction of VPON is mainly realized through RRH and
ONU clustering. Among them, RRH clustering realizes
wireless domain cooperative buffering and transmission gain,
and ONU clustering realizes optical domain cooperative
buffering and transmission gain.

3.1 RRH clustering

In the VPON architecture proposed in this paper, joint
transmission within VPON or VPONs can be used to realize
joint transmission of RRHs. The former only needs to interact
between cells in the same BBU to process related business data
and control information, making implementation easier. The latter
needs exchanging this information between BBUs, which places
high requirements on the bandwidth of the X2 interface and results
in a greater delay than the former [35]. Therefore, this paper only
considers joint transmission within VPON. Before a user establishes
a wireless domain serving cell, it is necessary to cluster the RRHs to
maximize the wireless domain coordination cache and transmission
gain of the edge users in the cooperation area [46, 47]. Based on the
breadth-first search (BFS) method, this paper proposes a greedy
dynamic clustering algorithm. First, the BBU builds a connection
relationship graph according to the similarity between the
interference information on the edge users and the request
content of the cell. Second, the RRH is clustered based on the
edge weight, that is, the connection relation graph is divided into
multiple subgraphs, and each subgraph represents a joint
transmission cluster.

3.1.1 Graph construction based on edge weights
The received signal yk at the time of service can be obtained

using Eq. 1.

yk � hi,kPk +∑
j≠i
hj,kPj + zk, (1)

where hi,k and hj,k represent the channel gain from RRHi and RRHj

to user k, respectively; Pk and Pj represent the useful and
interference signal flows, respectively; and zk represents the
Gaussian white noise of user k. User k is determined using
the local RRHi

Let Iri,rj denote the degree of interference between RRHi and
RRHj, that is, the average value of interference signals received by
marginal users in RRHi from RRHj. The calculation expression is
shown in Eq. 2.

Iri,rj �
∑k∈uei

RSRPj,k

ue
i

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ , (2)

where RSRPj, k represents the received power of the reference
interference signal received by user k from RRHj and |uei |
represents the number of marginal users in RRHi who receive
the interference signal from RRHj.

The similarity Sri,rj of the edge user request content between
RRHi and RRHj can be obtained using the Jaccard coefficient, as
shown in Eq. 3.

Sri,rj �
N ri( ) ⋂ N rj( )∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣
N ri( ) ⋃ N rj( )∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣. (3)

If we use vik to represent the binary variable of video k requested
by edge users in RRHi, then N(ri) � vi1, v

i
2, . . . , v

i
k, . . . , v

i
K{ } is the

video collection requested by RRHi, where K is the total number of
videos. It can be seen from Eq. 3 that 0≤ Sri,rj ≤ 1; the larger the value
of Sri,rj, the more similar the interest preferences of the two cell
edge users.

Therefore, the cooperative caching and transmission gain wri,rj

from RRHi to RRHj can be expressed using Eq. 4.

wri,rj � Iri,rjSri,rj, (4)

where the interference degree Iri,rj represents the cooperative
transmission gain between two cells and the request content
similarity Sri,rj represents the cooperative caching gain.

The graph G � (V, E) is constructed according to cooperative
caching and transmission gain. RRH represents the vertex, and its
weight is the load of the RRH (loadv). The weight of the edge
between two RRHs is the cooperative caching and transmission gain,
which is expressed as

wri,rj � wri→rj + wrj→ri. (5)

When wri,rj � 0, no connection needs to be built. Each RRH
has a list of weights with other RRHs, Wi � wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,R{ }.
The sum of directed edge weights between two vertices in
graph G indicates that two RRHs are included in the same
cluster of collaborative caching and transmission gain. So,
the directed graph is converted into an undirected graph
using Eq. 5, where wri→rj and wrj→ri are the weights of the
directed graph.

3.1.2 Graph-based RRH clustering
When RRH is clustered, for any two vertices i and j, if the

condition shown in Eq. 6 is met—where i and j are the maximum
edge weights of their adjacent vertices—then the two vertices are
placed in the same cluster to achieve maximum cooperative cache
and transmission gain within the cluster.

wri,rj � max
rs

wri,rs

wri,rj � max
rk

wrk,rj

⎧⎨⎩ . (6)

Here, s and k represent the adjacent vertices of i and j,
respectively. Similarly, this rule can be extended to points to
subgraphs and subgraphs to subgraphs, and then, the weights
of points to subgraphs and subgraphs to subgraphs are calculated
using Eq. 7.

wi,G1 � ∑
k∈G1

wi,k, wG1 ,G2 � ∑
i∈G1

∑
j∈G2

wi,j. (7)

This paper proposes a greedy clustering algorithm based on
breadth-first search, as shown in Algorithm 1. First, each vertex is
regarded as a subgraph of a single vertex [48, 49]. In each search
phase, we started from each subgraph, visited the subgraph (that
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is, find its adjacent subgraph), and selected the edge weight with
the maximum adjacent subgraphs that are used as their candidate
collaboration points. If the two subgraphs satisfy Eq. 6, that is, the
adjacent subgraph of the maximum edge weight of the candidate
cooperation point is the subgraph itself, then the candidate
cooperation point and the subgraph are placed in the same
cluster, and the distance between the two subgraphs is
removed. Then, we continued to visit the candidate
collaboration points in the new subgraph [50, 51]. This
procedure is repeated until the submap exceeds the
wavelength capacity. The algorithm terminates when all
subgraphs are included in the cluster (i.e. S = ∅). According
to Algorithm 1, the graph will be divided into multiple subgraphs;
each subgraph represents a joint transmission cluster, and the
maximum cooperative caching and transmission gain can be
achieved within each cluster.

1: Treat each vertex v ∈ V as a subgraph, and all

subgraphs form a set S = {v}. The set of RRH

clusters is VP, and VP = ∅ is the search phase.

2: While (V ≠ ∅ and W ≠ ∅)
3: For each subgraph G ∈ S, search its adjacent vertex

k ∈ V and adjacent subgraph Ga ∈ S, and find out the

vertex or subgraph Ω(G) with the largest weight with

this subgraph.

4: For each Ω(G)

5: if G = Ω(Ω (G) and loadG ⋃ Ω(G)) ≤ CW

6: G � G ⋃ Ω(G)
7: Remove Ω(G) from the set S

8: end if

9: if G � Ω(Ω (G)andloadG ⋃ Ω (G))> CW

10: Remove G from the S set and add it to VP

11: end if

12: Update the edge weights between connected

subgraphs according to Eq. 7

13: end for

14: Remove the remaining subgraphs in S to the

cluster set VP

15: end while

Algorithm 1. RRH greedy clustering.

3.2 ONU clustering

For video services, playback interruption is a key factor affecting
user QoE. Constrained by the limitation to RRH radio resources,
during the maximum initial buffering time of the initial buffering
stage, when the actual buffered data on the user are less than the
expected buffered data (i.e., Bt <Be), video interruption occurs. In
this case, in order to prevent interruptions of video playback, users
need to switch the resolution of the video. Clearly, there is a tight
relationship between video resolution, maximum initial buffer time,
and network load [52, 53]. At present, the rate-adaptive algorithm
based on the E-LBP table is generally used to define the load
situation of the RRH, that is, to characterize the load situation of
the RRH by whether the user in the cell switches the video bit rate
version [54–56]. Different video resolutions and transmission rates

in the E-LBP table correspond to different maximum initial
buffering times Dmax.

The light and heavy load classification of RRHs is shown in Eq.
8. If there is a user switching bit rate version in RRHr, it indicates
that the RRH is overloaded and users have to switch resolution
versions to avoid interruption. When all users in the RRH do not
change the resolution version within the maximum initial buffer
time, it is a lightly loaded RRH.

r ∈ VPh
m,∃ u ∈ Ur, c u( ) � 1

r ∈ VPl
m,∀ u ∈ Ur, c u( ) � 0

{ , (8)

where c(u) is defined as the binary variable of whether user u
switches the resolution version and VPh

m represents the cluster set.
First, the minimal effective dominating set of each VPON should

be solved, and all effective dominating sets can be calculated using
Eq. 9. Then, the minimal effective dominating set of each VPON
should be solved, and all effective dominating sets can be calculated
using Eq. 9.

H � v11 ∨ v12 ∨ . . . v11( ) ∧ v21 ∨ v22 ∨ . . . v2t2( ) ∧ . . .∧ vn1 ∨ vn2 ∨ . . . v
n
tn

( ).
(9)

ONU and RRH have a one-to-many connection relationship,
and RRHs in different VPONs may be connected to the same ONU.
However, ONUs can only be tuned to one wavelength in the same
scheduling cycle, so it is necessary to cluster the ONUs so that each
VPON can run independently. The clustering of ONUs must make
each RRH dominated by at least one ONU [57–59]; then, the
clustering of ONUs can be transformed into the dominating set
problem of the bipartite graph. All RRH nodes in any VPON V �
v1, 22, . . . , vm{ } form a set S � s1, s2, . . . , sn{ }. The links among them
form a set E, and then, the relationship between ONU and RRH can
be represented using a bipartite graph G � (S, E, V). The RRH node
si in any VPON is dominated by the connected ONU node
vi1, v

i
2, . . . , v

i
ti
∈ V number of ONUs.

Equation 9 indicates that the combination formed by selecting
any ONU node vj that dominates RRH node si is an effective
dominating set. Furthermore, Eq. 9 is simplified according to the
absorption law of the dominating set to solve the minimal effective
dominating set.

When the RRHs connected to the ONU are in different VPONs,
the weight Ωmn of the ONU in different VPONs is expressed in
Eq. 10:

Ωmn � αm
∑ri∈Rh

n
∑rj∈Pl

m

Sri ,rj
VPl

m| | VRh
n| |

Mnμm
. (10)

All VPONs need to allocate the remaining ONU nodes after
finding the minimum effective dominating set. Due to the limited
cache space, the light-loaded RRH can provide optical domain
cooperative cache space for heavy-loaded RRH users to enhance
the cache hit rate [60–62]. The maximum transmission capacity of
ONUn is defined asMn, and μm indicates that ONUn only connects
to the bandwidth utilization rate of RRH in VPONm. The remaining
bandwidth of the ONU is used to represent the optical domain
cooperative transmission gain, and the average content request
similarity of light and heavy load RRH is used to represent the
optical domain cooperative cache gain. Rh

n represents the set of
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heavily loaded RRHs connected to ONUn in VPONm; V denotes the
set of VPONs [63]; Pl

m denotes the signal power of VPONm; αm
represents the average load rate of all ONUs in VPONm; and Sri,rj is
the similarity of the edge user request content between RRHi and
RRHj. In the case of the same optical domain cooperation gain, the
ONU is allocated to the VPON with a larger average load rate to
achieve ONU load balancing. The gain of ONUn in VPONm is
inversely proportional to the amount of bandwidth used by the
ONU [64, 65]. The higher the ONU load, the greater the queuing
delay and the smaller the optical domain cooperative transmission
gain. The gain of ONUn in VPONm is proportional to the average
content request similarity between light and heavy load RRHs. The
ONU is included in the VPON with the maximum gain, and then,
the inherent connection between the ONU and RRH in other
VPONs is disconnected by closing the interface of the ONU,
thereby forming an independent VPON [66].

4 Joint fronthaul bandwidth and buffer
allocation mechanism

TheQoE refers to the user’s comprehensive subjective experience of
the quality and performance of applications or services, reflecting the
user’s acceptance of services. The initial access delay directly affects the
user’s satisfaction with the video. If the access delay is too long, the user
may give up playing the video. The static cache configuration method
cannot meet the time-varying needs of users. This paper proposes a
joint fronthaul bandwidth and cache allocation mechanism to reduce
the user access delay in the next scheduling cycle [67]. To this end, first,
the cache value of the video is calculated by considering user behavior
and collaborative caching of the light domain. Second, according to the
connection state of ONU-RRH, the dispersion of the requested video is
defined, which is used to evaluate the bandwidth utilization of the pre-
caching process. Finally, pre-caching of videos is accomplished through
multiple iterations based on the value-to-cost ratio of video caching.

4.1 Video caching value analysis

Since most video requests focus on a small number of video
content, user video requests obey the Zipf distribution with
parameter τ = 0.56. The probability of user requesting video v is
expressed in Eq. 11

fv � 1/τ

∑V
m�11/mτ

. (11)

Here, τ = 0 indicates that the video popularity follows a uniform
distribution and the larger τ values indicate that video requests are
concentrated on fewer popular videos.

The value of the video cache is closely related to user behavior,
so χir is defined as the probability that the cached content in RRHr

is hit by user i. This parameter depends on the user i’s movement
pattern (i.e., current location, movement speed, and movement
direction) and the request video’s popularity [68, 69]. When a
given user requests the popularity of a video, the faster he moves or
is at the edge of the cell, the smaller the probability of being served
by RRHr. When the user’s mobility pattern is given, the higher the
popularity of the requested video, the higher the probability of

using that RRH to cache the video. χir can predict user behavior
through machine learning, so the probability set χir{ } of user
request cache is known to the system. According to [70], the echo
state network model can be used to predict the probability piv of
user i requesting video v in the scheduling period and the
probability sir of user i being served by RRHr [71–73], so the
probability that the cache content in RRHr is hit by user i can be
calculated using Eq. 12, where χir ∈ (0, 1).

χir � fvpivsir. (12)

Light-loaded RRHs can provide optical domain cooperative
buffering for heavy-loaded RRHs. To avoid heavy-loaded RRHs
being overloaded, the buffer bandwidth for heavy-loaded RRHr

to receive other light-loaded RRHs is defined as Br. Assuming
that the size of video v is sv, the required transmission bandwidth
in the scheduling period is bv. The buffer space of RRHr satisfies
the following two conditions, and video v needs to be
pre-cached.

1) Direct caching conditions: the size of the remaining space in
the cache is C′

r > 0 and Cr ≥ si.
2) Cache replacement condition: condition 1) is not satisfied, but

the request probability of cached video v′ is smaller than that of
video v, and sv′ > sv is satisfied. Otherwise, the sum of the
request probabilities of n videos is smaller than the request
probability of video v and satisfies s1 + . . . + sn > sv.

For heavy-load RRHr, if the video v satisfies the above
conditions, it will be cached, and its cache value is defined as ghrv.
The calculation expression is expressed in Eq. 13

ghrv �
g1rv
sv

� ∑i∈Iraivχir
sv

, (13)

where aiv is a binary variable, indicating whether user i requests
video v; sv is the cache space of video v; and Ir is the user set in RRHr.
The cache value is proportional to the probability of a user
requesting a cached video v in RRHr and g1rv and is inversely
proportional to the cache space sv occupied by the video v. χir is
the probability that the cached content in RRHr is hit by user i,
which can be determined using Eq. 12.

In VPON, it is assumed that the numbers of heavy- and light-
load RRHs are M1 and M2, respectively [71, 72]. For the heavily
loaded RRHs with the possibility of optical domain cooperative
caching in VPON, the sum of the probabilities of requesting caching
video v is gcv, which is expressed in Eq. 14

gcv � ∑M1

r�1 1 − brv( )∑
i∈Ir

aivχir B′
r ≥ bv[ ], (14)

where brv is a binary variable, indicating whether video v satisfies the
condition of buffering in RRHr. When the remaining receiving
bandwidth B′

r of heavy-load RRHr is greater than the
transmission bandwidth of video v, [B′

r ≥ bv] � 1; otherwise,
[B′

r ≥ bv] � 0. For heavy-load RRHs with optical domain
cooperative caching, video v selects light-loaded RRHr with a
maximum buffering value for cooperative caching. Then, the
optical domain serving cell of the user requesting video v in
heavy-loaded RRH is RRHr [73]. Thus, the cache value of light
load RRHr can be calculated using Eq. 15.
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glrv �
g1rv + gcv

sv
, (15)

where sv is the cache space occupied by the video v and gcv is defined
in Eq. 14. According to the above analysis, the cache value of video v
in VPONm can be calculated using Eq. 16.

gpv � ∑
r∈VPh

m
brvg

h
rv +∑

r∈VPl
m
brvg

l
rv, (16)

where VPh
m is the cluster of VPONm and brv is defined in Eq. 14.

4.2 Request video discreteness

Optical domain ONUs and wireless-domain RRHs have a one-
to-many connection relationship. Similarly, RRHs can also be
connected to multiple ONUs. For multicast video services, if
multiple RRHs apply to cache the same video at the same time,
a corresponding multicast routing table will be generated in the
network, and different video services correspond to different
multicast routing tables. The more dispersed the RRH of the
requested video v is, the greater the need for ONU dominance
points and the easier it is to cause redundant transmission of data
and waste the bandwidth resources of the ONU. Therefore, this
paper defines the dispersion degree MDv of the requested video
according to the connection state of the ONU–RRH, which reflects
the utilization rate of the ONU transmission bandwidth when the
video is cached, and the calculation expression is shown in Eq. 17.

MDv � Nv

Nm
, (17)

where Nv represents the minimum number of ONUs required to
dominate the RRH requesting to buffer video v; Nm represents
the total number of ONUs in VPONm; and 0<MDv ≤ 1. The
smaller the dispersion of video v, the higher the concentration of
RRHs requesting video v, leading to better multicast
performance. Multicast through ONUs can effectively improve
bandwidth utilization and reduce redundant data transmission.

4.3 Joint fronthaul bandwidth and the buffer
allocation algorithm

The dynamic pre-caching process is not only related to the cache
value of video but also considers the bandwidth cost of pre-caching,
including the downlink wavelength bandwidth and ONU
transmission bandwidth. Therefore, the value-to-cost ratio ϕv of
cached video v is defined, as shown in Eq. 18.

ϕv �
gpv

MDvbv
, (18)

where bv is the required transmission bandwidth in the
scheduling period; gpv is the cache value calculated from Eq. 16;
and MDv is calculated using Eq. 17. The value-to-cost ratio is
directly proportional to the cache value of the video and
inversely proportional to the transmission bandwidth required by
the video and the discreteness of the video.

The cache value in Section 4.1 does not consider the availability
of fronthaul bandwidth and ONU transmission bandwidth. In other

words, when the fronthaul bandwidth or the remaining bandwidth
of the ONU is less than the transmission bandwidth of video v,
RRHr does not have the value of caching video v,. Therefore, Eq. 16
can be rewritten as

gpv � ∑
r∈VPh

m

brvg
h
rv + ∑

r∈VPl
m

brvg
l
rv,

s.t.C′
w ≥ bv,∃ corB

′
o ≥ bv, (19)

where C′
w represents the remaining wavelength capacity, B′

o

represents the remaining transmission bandwidth of ONUo, and cor
represents the binary variable of the connection status between
ONUo and RRHr. According to Eq. 19, the value-to-cost ratio of
video v can be calculated, and the joint fronthaul bandwidth and
cache allocation algorithm can pre-cache according to the
descending order of the value-to-cost ratio of each video. The
algorithm preferentially selects the video v with the highest
value-to-cost ratio for caching, and the minimum dominant
number Nv must satisfy the ONU’s transmission bandwidth
constraints. Second, gcv, grv, and MDv are updated, respectively,
according to the remaining receiving bandwidth B′

r, remaining
fronthaul bandwidth C′

w, and remaining ONU transmission
bandwidth B′

o of the heavily loaded RRH, and ϕv is recalculated.
Finally, the video is precached for multiple iterations until the cache
does not need to be updated or the bandwidth is exhausted.

5 QoE-aware wireless bandwidth
allocation

The allocation of wireless bandwidth not only affects the user’s
initial access delay but also directly determines the user’s perception
of video quality. Therefore, this section proposes a QoE-aware
wireless bandwidth allocation mechanism. According to the
buffer status information obtained in Section 4, first, a wireless
domain serving cell is established for edge users to associate RRH
with users, thereby reducing user access delay and ensuring a high
signal-to-noise ratio. Second, the QoE optimization of each user is
independent and selfish, which leads to low utilization of wireless
resources and poor QoE. Therefore, this paper proposes buffer-
level-aware wireless bandwidth allocation to realize flexible
configuration of wireless resources among users and further
improve QoE.

5.1 Establishment of the user wireless
domain serving cell

To improve the user’s QoE, the wireless domain serving cell
provides two transmission modes for edge users in combination
with the buffer state of the RRH. As shown in Figure 2A, when all
RRHs in the serving cell of the wireless domain cache the content
requested by the user, all RRHs provide video services for the user
through joint transmission. As shown in Figure 2B, when some
RRHs in the serving cell of the wireless domain have cached the
video requested by the user, the cached part of the RRHs is used for
joint transmission for the user, and the RRHs that have not cached
the video are prevented from using the video resource block to
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eliminate interference. This method not only improves the user’s
wireless data rate but also avoids the delay caused by the uncached
RRH to the content server to obtain the video and reduces the user’s
access delay.

According to the two transmission modes of the serving cell in
the wireless domain, the association between the edge user and the
RRH can be established for the edge user through the average signal-
to-interference and noise ratio SINRr of the cell. Assume that the
reference signal received power set of edge user i is RSRPr, and the
values are arranged in descending order. The wireless domain
serving cell WSCi for user i is established by sequentially
including the corresponding RRHs in RSRPi SINRi ≥ SINRr, and
the calculation of its signal-to-noise ratio (SINR) is given in Eq. 20.

SINRi � ∑r∈WSCi
cirgirpr

σ0 + ∑r ∉ WSCi
gimpm

, (20)

where σ0 represents the noise power of Gaussian white noise; gir and
gim represent the channel gain; pr and pm represent the transmit
power of RRHr and RRHm, respectively; and WSCi is the wireless
serving cell i. By establishing wireless domain serving cells for edge
users, the association set Uwir

r between each RRH and users is
determined. When the video requested by user i has been cached
in RRHr, cir � 1; otherwise, cir � 0.

The allocation of RRH wireless bandwidth directly
determines the associated user’s perception of video quality.
This paper uses the mean opinion score (MOS) to represent
the user satisfaction of real-time video streaming. The utility
function Q of the video stream is defined as a function of the
sending data rate γ, as shown in Eq. 21.

Q � f γ( ), f: γ → MOS. (21)

According to the test report in [71], the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) and MOS can be regarded as a simple linear mapping
relationship. Therefore, the MOS value can take any value between
1.0 (that is, PSNR is 30 dB) and 4.5 (that is, PSNR is 42 dB), where
1.0 represents the worst user satisfaction and 4.5 represents the
best user satisfaction. Since different video sequences have
different image characteristics, the utility function Q adopts the
parameter model of [72], uses PSNR to measure video quality, and

uses limited empirical data (i.e., three pairs of peak signal-to-noise
ratio and transmission data rate value) The parameter values in the
model are derived to determine the functional relationship
between PSNR and γ.

Assuming that the user receives all data without errors, the
wireless data rate for any user i ∈ Uwir

r is shown in Eq. 22.

γi � g δi( ) � δiBmax 1 + SINRi( ), (22)
where Bmax is the maximum available bandwidth of the RRH. The
goal of this paper is to determine the wireless resource share δi of
each user in the optimization period, that is, the proportion of
physical resource blocks (RBs).

The goal of a QoE-aware radio resource allocation strategy is to
determine the transmission rate of users associated with RRHs,
thereby maximizing user satisfaction [73]. Therefore, the
optimization problem is shown in Eq. 23, which can be solved
using the greedy search algorithm.

δopt � arg max
δ1 ,δ2 ,...,δN{ }

1
N

∑N
i�1

Qi g δi( )( ) − Pi{ },
s.t.∑N

i�1δi � 1, g δi( )≥ γmin ,i, (23)

where δopt represents the optimal resource allocation group;N is
the number of users associated with each RRH (N � Uwir

r ).
g(δi)≥Rmin ,i indicates that the allocation of wireless bandwidth
must meet the most basic video quality of the user. If g(δi)<Rmin ,i,
the user cannot decode the lowest resolution version, resulting in a
waste of wireless resources. P is the penalty item of user i, which
represents user i’s perception of quality fluctuation, as shown in Eq.
24. The large quality fluctuation of the user during the continuous
scheduling period will cause the video to be played unevenly and
affect the user’s QoE. If the quality change between two consecutive
optimization periods t and t − 1 exceeds the just noticeable
difference (JND) threshold λth, a quality fluctuation penalty term
Pi will be added.

According to the test results of [71], the threshold λth =
0.23 MOS is taken. When |Qi(g(δi))t − Qi(g(δi))t−1|≤ λth, the
fluctuation of the quality is within the range that the user
cannot perceive.

FIGURE 2
System model of the wireless domain serving cell cooperative transmission mode: (A) Scenario 1. (B) Scenario 2.
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Pi � max 0, Qi g δi( )( )t − Qi g δi( )( )t−1∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ − λth{ }. (24)

According to the wireless rate allocation in Eq. 23, the playback
resolution version φi is selected for the user so that φi < γi to ensure
uninterrupted video playback. In this mode, the user’s QoE is not
optimal because the buffer of the user equipment has a certain cache,
and a higher resolution version can be selected according to its buffer
level (BL). The buffering level is defined as the length of the video
buffered in the buffer of the user end so that the range of resolution
versions that the user can choose can be determined, as given in Eq. 25.

γmin ,i ≤φi ≤ γi 1 + BLi
T

( ). (25)

Equation 25 indicates that during the optimization period T, in
order to ensure uninterrupted video playback, the amount of input
data must be greater than or equal to the amount of data consumed
by the user, that is, φiT≥ γi(BLi + T). Therefore, the highest
resolution version of user i can be determined according to the
resource allocation γi obtained from Eq. 23 and the user’s buffer level
BLi so as to maximize user satisfaction.

φi
max � argmax

φi
Qi φ γi,BLi( )[ ],

s.t. γmin ,i ≤φi ≤ γi 1 + BLi

T
( ). (26)

Buffer level-aware resolution version selection is conducive to
improving user satisfaction. Although selecting the highest bit rate
version according to Eq. 26 increases user satisfaction, the dynamic
changes in the wireless channel are not conducive to users with lower
buffer levels. It can be seen that the construction of the buffer level can
compensate for the dynamic changes in the wireless channel. Achievable
QoE indicates the MOS value that the user can achieve without
considering the buffer level. Users who can achieve higher QoE but
have lower buffer levels can switch to the lower bitrate version, filling the
buffer. Conversely, users who can achieve lower QoE but have higher
buffer levels can switch to a higher resolution rate version. Therefore, this
paper defines the upper and lower limits of QoE associated with the
buffer level, which are represented by UB and LB, respectively. In order
to simplify the complexity of the problem, UB, LB, and the buffer level
BLi are linearly proportional. It is expressed in Eq. 27:

LB � QL + aBLi
UB � QH + bBLi

{ , (27)

where QL and QH take the values of 1 and 4, respectively; a and b
represent the user’s buffer consumption speed and buffer creation
speed, respectively. When QL � 1, the corresponding LB indicates
the minimumMOS value that the user can achieve with the increase
in the buffer level at the lowest transmission rate;QH � 4 guarantees
that the quality of users with favorable radio resources but low
buffering levels will not be degraded too much. According to the
transmission rate γi in Eq. 23, the MOS value achievable by the user
is μi � Qi(φi), where φi ≤ γi. Therefore, the buffer level threshold κth
is defined according to the value range of μi.

1) When QL ≤ μi ≤QH, that is, when the user is in a low QoE, the
buffer level threshold κth is calculated as shown in Eq. 28,
where a determines the speed at which user i consumes
the buffer.

κth � μi − QL

a
. (28)

Equation 28 shows that the higher the user’s transmission
rate or achievable MOS value, the greater the buffer level
threshold, the faster the buffer consumption, and the smaller
the buffer level threshold. Therefore, the user-selected resolution
version can be regulated by the buffer threshold, as shown in Eq.
29. When the buffer level is greater than the threshold, it
indicates that there is enough buffer to support the user to
watch the higher bit rate version φi. When the buffer level is
below the threshold, the lowest-resolution version is kept above
the achievable transfer rate.

Qi φi( )≥QL + aBLi,BLi ≥ κth
Qi φi( )≥ μi,BLi < κth

{ . (29)

2) When μi >QH, that is, when the user is in a higher QoE, the
buffer level threshold κth is calculated as shown in Eq. 30,
where b determines the speed of user i to establish a buffer.

κth � μi − QH

b
. (30)

Equation 30 shows that the higher the user’s transmission rate or
achievable MOS value, the greater the buffer level threshold. The
faster the buffer is built, the lower the buffer level threshold. When
the buffer level is below the threshold, it indicates that the buffer
level capacity is low, making it difficult to support users to watch a
higher bit rate version φi. When the buffer level is above the
threshold, it is sufficient to remain below the lowest-resolution
version at which the transfer rate can be achieved.

Qi φi( )≥ μi,BLi ≥ κth
Qi φi( )≤QH + bBLi,BLi < κth{ . (31)

5.2 Joint bandwidth allocation and quality
adaptation with buffer-level awareness

Flexible reconfiguration of the wireless bandwidth according to
the user buffer level can further improve user satisfaction. For
example, without reducing the bit rate version requested by the
user, part of the bandwidth resources from users with high buffer
levels can be allocated to support higher-resolution streams and
buffer them for users with lower levels. This approach is different
from determining the transmission and playback rates separately; as
discussed in Section 5.2, the optimization problem (32) jointly
configures the transmission and playback rates according to the
buffer level to improve the user’s QoE.

δopt � arg max
δ1 ,δ2 ,...,δN{ }

1
N

∑N
i�1

Qi γi,BLi( ) − Pi{ },
s.t.∑N

i�1δi � 1. (32)

In this paper, a greedy algorithm is proposed to solve problem
Eq. 32, and the optimal wireless resource allocation strategy is
obtained through multiple iterations. First, using Eqs 23, 28–31,
the wireless bandwidth configuration and resolution selection sets
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are initialized, respectively, that is, γ1, γ2, . . . , γN{ }0, φ1,φ2, . . . ,{
φN}0. The user’s utility function is Ui � Qi(γi,BLi) − Pi. Next, in
each iteration process, users i and j are searched so that when
increasing and decreasing their wireless share Δδ, the difference
between the utility increment and decrement of the two users is
maximized, as provided in Eq. 33:

argmax
i,j

ΔUij � ΔUi gi δi + Δδ( )( ) − ΔUj gj δj − Δδ( )( ). (33)

After confirming the user pair, update (γi)m and (φi)m and (γj)m
and (φj)m, respectively. When the utility increment ΔUij of the user
pair is extremely small (i.e., ΔUj ≤ΔUmin), stop the iteration and output
δ1, δ2, . . . , δN{ }. Edge users are provided with wireless resources by
multiple RRHs; therefore, edge user k takes the minimum wireless
bandwidth share of RRHs in its wireless domain serving cell, that is,
δi � min δir, r ∈ WSCk{ }. Each RRH will have remaining bandwidth

resources, so the wireless bandwidth share of edge users is fixed, and
resources are redistributed according to the above greedy algorithm.

6 Simulation results

This paper uses the NS2 simulation platform to verify the
proposed QoE-aware video cooperative caching and transmission
mechanism. The quality-aware wireless edge caching (QAWEC)
algorithm is compared with the RARCP algorithm proposed by [54].
The CEC algorithm selects an appropriate RRH set for edge users
based on the static cache information and provides them with joint
transmission services to ensure that the user minimizes the backhaul
traffic under the condition of the wireless link rate. The QAWEC
algorithm establishes a joint optimization problem of bandwidth
configuration and edge cache according to user behavior to ensure
the cache hit rate and user experience quality. The RARCP
algorithm formulates a user preference (UPP, user preference
profile)-aware active pre-caching strategy and then schedules
backhaul and wireless resources based on the cached
information, thereby maximizing user QoE. The simulation
parameter settings are shown in Table 1.

6.1 Performance evaluation under different
number of users

Edge user throughput is one of the key factors in measuring
user QoE, which is defined as the amount of data successfully
transmitted by the wireless domain serving cell for edge user joint
transmission per unit time. Figure 3 shows the relationship
between the number of different users and the average
throughput of edge users. It can be seen from Figure 3 that,
with the increase in the number of users, the average
throughput of edge users shows a downward trend. The

TABLE 1 Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Number of RRH–ONU 20

RRH coverage 500 × 500 m2

Number of videos 104

Wavelength capacity 10 Gbps

Average wireless access delay 50 ms

Average fronthaul delay and average backhaul delay 20 and 80 ms

Transmission power 20 dBm

RRH cache capacity 100 GB

System bandwidth 20 MHz

Video resolution version 11

Path loss L � 128 + 37.61gR dB

FIGURE 3
Relationship between the number of different users and the average throughput of edge users.
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performance of the proposed QoE-aware video cooperative
caching and transmission mechanism (QACCTM) algorithm is
about 30% higher than that of other algorithms. This is mainly
because the cooperative caching and transmission gain of the
wireless domain are considered in the construction of VPON so
that edge users can use the cached content in the serving cell of the
wireless domain to provide joint data for them and do not need to
fetch cache from content server. This not only enhances the data

link rate of edge users but also avoids the packet loss rate caused by
video transmission from content servers, thereby increasing the
throughput of edge users. However, the joint transmission cluster
constructed by the CEC algorithm makes some RRHs still need to
obtain the cache through the content server, so its performance is
slightly lower than that of the proposed QACCTM algorithm. The
QAWEC and RARCP algorithms have poor throughput because
they do not consider the performance characteristics of edge users.

FIGURE 4
Relationship between the number of different users and the average initial access delay of users.

FIGURE 5
Relationship between the cache capacity and average initial access delay under different user behaviors.
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Figure 4 reflects the relationship between the number of different
users and the average initial access delay of users. It can be seen from
Figure 4 that with the increase in the number of users, the average initial
access delay of users tends to increase. However, due to the invariance of
the cache content, the CEC algorithmmakes the change in the number of
users have little effect on the average access delay of users, and the
resource utilization rate is low. The RARCP algorithm dynamically
updates the cache through the user’s content preference, ignoring the
importance of the user’smobilemode for the cache hit rate. TheQAWEC
algorithm does not pay attention to the difference in the cache hit rate

between light and heavy load cells, only optimizes the cached content of a
single cell, and does not effectively utilize the cache resources of light load
cells. However, the proposed QACCTM algorithm comprehensively
considers the user’s behavioral characteristics (request preference and
mobile mode) and the cooperative caching and transmission of the
wireless and optical domains and reduces the access of heavy-load cell
and edge users by constructing optical domain or wireless domain service
cells. Therefore, comparedwith theRARCPandQAWECalgorithms, the
proposed QACCTM algorithm reduces the access delay by
approximately 27.1% and 15.9%, respectively.

FIGURE 6
Relationship between the cache capacity and average initial access delay under different algorithms.

FIGURE 7
Relationship between the number of different users and the average MOS value of users.
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6.2 Performance evaluation under different
cache capacity values

Cache capacity is an important factor affecting user access
latency. When the probability χir ∈ (0.5,0.99] of all users
requesting cached content in the network is high, user behavior
is easier to obtain. When χir ∈ (0,0.5], user behavior is difficult to
capture. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the cache capacity
and average initial access delay under different user behaviors. It can
be seen from Figure 5 that in the scenario of χir ∈ (0.5,0.99], the
average access delay of the user is shorter because the user’s behavior

is easier to obtain, and the hit rate of dynamic pre-caching is higher.
Since the CEC algorithm is in the static cache mode, as the cache
capacity increases, its access delay tends to decrease slightly.
However, the access delay of the proposed QACCTM algorithm
is not sensitive to the cache capacity because the dynamic pre-
caching according to the user’s behavior characteristics greatly
improves the utilization of the cache space.

Figure 6 reflects the relationship between the cache capacity and the
average initial access delay under different algorithms. It can be seen
from Figure 6 that the access delay of the RARCP algorithm is relatively
high. The reason is that in the scenario of χir ∈ (0,0.5], it is difficult to

FIGURE 8
Sum rate comparison of the algorithms with an increasing number of iterations.

FIGURE 9
Sum rate comparison of algorithms with an increasing number of users.
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capture user behavior and the cache hit rate is low. Compared with the
QAWEC and QACCTM algorithms, the RARCP algorithm is more
sensitive to the cache capacity because the increase in the cache capacity
makes the user’s cache hit rate higher in this scenario. However, the
QAWEC and QACCTM algorithms are not sensitive to the cache
capacity because the two algorithms take into account the user’s
behavior characteristics for pre-caching, which improves the cache hit
rate. Therefore, even if the cache capacity increases, the increased
cache space utilization rate is not high. In addition, the proposed
algorithm potentially increases the buffer capacity of each RRH
through the cooperative buffering of the optical and wireless domains
and can achieve better performance evenwhen the buffer capacity is low.

6.3 Performance evaluation of user QoE

Video quality is a key factor in evaluating user QoE. Figure 7 shows
the relationship between the number of different users and the average
MOS value of users. Since the CEC algorithm does not consider the
impact of wireless resource allocation on the user’s viewing experience,
this paper only makes a comparative analysis of the other three
algorithms. Figure 7 shows that with an increase in the number of
users, the average MOS value of users shows a downward trend. The
performance of theQAWEC and RARAP algorithms is poor because as
the user scale increases in order to avoid video interruption, both
algorithms will greatly reduce the video resolution version that users
watch. However, the performance of the proposed QACCTM
algorithm is 5.6% higher than that of other algorithms. This
algorithm flexibly configures wireless bandwidth resources through
the buffer level and enables users with high buffer levels to request
higher bit rates while ensuring continuous video playback. In the high-
resolution version, users with a low buffer level can call the bandwidth
resources of users with a high buffer level to fill the buffer and maintain
the resolution version currently played by the user.

The smoothness of video playback is also an important
parameter to measure user QoE. If the video resolution version is
too different in adjacent scheduling periods, it will cause non-
smooth playback of the video. During video playback, the more
the instances of non-smooth switching, the worse the smoothness of
the video, which will reduce the user QoE. In this paper, quality
switching over one resolution level is regarded as a measure of non-
smooth switching.

Figure 8 compares the sum rate of the algorithms under different
numbers of iterations. Figure 8 shows that the sum rate of the
proposed algorithm is higher with an increasing number of
iterations than that of existing algorithms. This further validates
the applicability of the proposed algorithm in large usage scenarios
and its ability to provide better QoS.

Figure 9 compares the sum rate of the algorithms when the
number of users increases. Figure 9 shows that the sum rate of the
proposed algorithm is higher than that of existing algorithms, which
validates its effectiveness.

7 Conclusion

In order to make full use of network resources and improve the
buffering and transmission performance of multimedia services, this

paper proposes a QoE-aware video cooperative buffering and
transmission mechanism based on the joint architecture of
TWDM-PON and C-RAN. First, the degree of interference
between cells, the similarity of request content, and the
transmission bandwidth of ONUs are used to represent the
cooperative buffering and transmission gain of the optical and
wireless domains, and a cooperatively aware virtual passive optical
network is formed through RRH and ONU clustering. Furthermore,
the user’s video experience, bandwidth configuration, and caching
strategy are jointly optimized. On the optical side, a joint fronthaul
bandwidth and buffer allocation mechanism is proposed to reduce
user access delay through dynamic pre-caching. On the wireless side,
the flexible configuration of wireless bandwidth is realized according
to the buffer level, which enhances the quality of video watched by
users. The simulation results show that the proposed mechanism
effectively improves the cache hit rate while enhancing the quality of
the user experience. In the future study, dynamic resource allocation
in the heterogeneous network will be considered with different
parametric analyses.
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